We reprocessed the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey, searching for single pulses out to a DM of 5000 pc cm −3 with widths of up to one second. We recorded single pulses from 264 known pulsars and 14 Rotating Radio Transients. We produced amplitude distributions for each pulsar which we fit with log-normal distributions, power-law tails, and a power-law function divided by an exponential function, finding that some pulsars show a deviation from a log-normal distribution in the form of an excess of high-energy pulses. We found that a function consisting of a power-law divided by an exponential fit the distributions of most pulsars better than either log-normal or power-law functions. For pulsars that were detected in a periodicity search, we computed the ratio of their single-pulse signal-to-noise ratios to their signal-to-noise ratios from a Fourier transform and looked for correlations between this ratio and physical parameters of the pulsars. The only correlation found is the expected relationship between this ratio and the spin period. Fitting log-normal distributions to the amplitudes of pulses from RRATs showed similar behaviour for most RRATs. Here, however, there seem to be two distinct distributions of pulses, with the lower-energy distribution being consistent with noise. Pulse-energy distributions for two of the RRATS processed were consistent with those found for normal pulsars, suggesting that pulsars and RRATs have a common emission mechanism, but other factors influence the specific emission properties of each source class.
INTRODUCTION
While pulsars are widely used for testing relativity (e.g., Taylor & Weisberg 1982; Kramer et al. 2006; Antoniadis et al. 2013 ) and frequently timed for use in pulsar timing arrays (e.g., Jenet et al. 2009; Ferdman et al. 2010; Hobbs et al. 2010; Manchester et al. 2013) , their emission processes (see, e.g., Weatherall 1998; Istomin 2004; Petrova 2006 ) and equation of state (e.g., Demorest et al. 2010; Katayama et al. 2012) are not fully understood. Further insights from phenomenological studies of single pulses are particularly useful to inform theoretical models.
Pulsars are most commonly detected through periodicity searches, though some of them are also detectable through their single pulses. One class of pulsars, the Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs), are de-⋆ E-mail: mitchell.mickaliger@manchester.ac.uk (MBM) tected more strongly in single pulses than periodicity searches (Keane & McLaughlin 2011) . By studying these single pulses, we can constrain the pulsar emission mechanism. Previous studies have shown that there seem to be two distinct categories of single pulses: normal pulses and 'giant '-pulses (see, e.g., Lundgren et al. 1995; Johnston & Romani 2002; Kramer et al. 2002) . Although giant pulses are sometimes arbitrarily defined as pulses of more than 10 times the average pulse energy (e.g., Karuppusamy et al. 2010 Karuppusamy et al. , 2012 , a comparison of the energies of normal pulses and giant pulses none the less show that normal pulses follow a lognormal distribution (Cognard et al. 1996; Cairns et al. 2001 Cairns et al. , 2004 , whereas giant pulses have energies that fit a powerlaw distribution (Lundgren et al. 1995; Johnston & Romani 2002; Kramer et al. 2002) . This suggests that the emission mechanisms for these two types of pulses are different. Knight et al. (2006) argue that the definition of a giant pulse should therefore be based on short time-scale, narrow-phase emission that has power-law energy statistics. Given either definition, however, pulses with amplitudes between those of normal pulses and giant pulses have yet to be fully studied. Lundgren et al. (1995) have seen an intrinsic rollover in the energy distribution of giant pulses at low energies, suggesting that there is a gap between normal pulses and giant pulses. However, observations have not yet ruled out the possibility that the power-law distribution of giant pulses is merely a high-energy tail on a log-normal distribution of normal pulses (Karuppusamy et al. 2011 ). These energy distributions can provide insight into the pulsar emission mechanism, so determining their true nature is important. In order to successfully do this, we need a representative sample of single pulses from a large number of objects. The number and variety of pulsars present in pulsar surveys, like the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey (hereafter PMPS; Manchester et al. 2001 ), provides us with the opportunity to carry out such a study.
One of many ways with which we can constrain singlepulse emission is by searching for correlations between pulse strength and the physical properties of these pulsars. In our analysis, we quantify pulse intensity and compare it to the pulsar's spin period (P), period derivative ( P), dispersion measure (DM), characteristic age (τ c ), spin-down energy loss rate ( E), surface magnetic field (B surf ), and magnetic field strength at the light cylinder (B LC ). A similar analysis by Cui et al. (2017) found that the period derivatives of RRATs were slightly larger than those of other pulsars, hinting at a possible correlation. Cui et al. (2017) also found that the amplitude distributions of RRATs are log-normal, with some showing a power-law tail.
A larger study of this kind has been performed by Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) , who investigated single pulses detected in the High Time Resolution Universe (HTRU) survey (Keith et al. 2010) . They detected single pulses from 315 known pulsars and performed energy distribution fits using both log-normal and Gaussian distributions, finding that most of the pulsars fit log-normal energy distributions, with only a few favouring a Gaussian distribution. They found that some of the energy distributions had multiple peaks, which they showed to be caused by mode changes in these pulsars. These mode changes, which may be due to magnetospheric reconfigurations leading to weaker or redirected emission (Timokhin 2010) , can account for the nulls seen in some pulsars. They also found no correlation between modulation parameters and physical properties.
While their study covers a similar region of sky to ours, and thus analyses many of the same sources, Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) did not compare detectability in single-pulse and periodicity searches as we do in this paper. In addition, the PMPS integration time is longer, allowing us to record more single pulses, putting better constraints on our amplitude distributions. Also, we searched for single pulses with widths of up to one second, while Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) were only sensitive to pulses with widths less than 32 ms.
Here we present an analysis of single pulses from all known pulsars and RRATs detected in the PMPS. In §2 we describe the data reduction and analysis. §3 discusses all of the known pulsars from which we detected single pulses, while §4 presents the single-pulse results from the RRATs. Finally, conclusions are given in §5.
DATA REDUCTION
We used freely-available software tools implemented in the sigproc software package 1 to search the PMPS data for periodic and single-pulse sources. The results of our periodicity search are presented in Mickaliger et al. (2012) . Here we focus on the search for individual pulses. We searched each beam in the survey for both periodicity candidates and single pulses out to a DM of 5000 pc cm −3 , selecting events with signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) above 5 and with sensitivity to events with widths ranging from the sampling time of 250 µs to 1 s to search for fast radio bursts (FRBs) . No new FRBs were found, but in the process we recorded single pulses from known pulsars in order to exclude them from our FRB candidates.
Initially, frequency channels in the data were shifted to correct for dispersion due to free electrons in the interstellar medium, a process called dedispersion. The amount the channels were shifted was based on the DM searched. To search for pulsars and single pulses, we dedispersed the data using many different DM values. The total number of DMs searched was 203 and was optimally chosen by dedisperse_all 2 , the program we used to dedisperse our data due to its speed and efficiency. Dedispersion of the data led to a time series for each DM, and these time series were then processed by seek, a program which searches for periodic and single-pulse signals from a source. The periodicitysearch analysis implemented in seek is the standard Fourierbased approach where the amplitude spectrum is subject to multiple harmonic folds, summing 2, 4, 8, and 16 harmonics. This process increases sensitivity to narrow pulses in a close-to-optimal fashion (Ransom et al. 2002) . The singlepulse analysis performed by seek uses a top-hat function to match-filter events of different widths. In order to be sensitive to wider pulses, the time samples in the data are smoothed by factors of two, i.e., the data are added in pairs at each smoothing step. In our analysis, we used a total of 12 smoothings, resulting in a search for pulses with widths of up to 2 12 time samples (1.024 s). There is no sensitivity to wider pulses due to the 0.9 s high-pass filter time constant used in PMPS data taking (Manchester et al. 2001) . Once all of the DMs were searched, all events with S/N > 5 were saved. These events are used to create a single-pulse plot (see Fig. 1 for an example), which shows the arrival time of each event versus its DM, as well as the S/N of each event.
For each pulsar in the ATNF pulsar catalogue 3 , we examined candidates from a periodicity search of the closest beam(s). We kept all periodicity candidates with an FFT S/N > 9. If the spin period and DM of the pulsar were within 10 per cent of the spin period (or its harmonics) and DM of any of the periodicity candidates, we noted the pulsar as being detected in a periodicity search of that beam, and also recorded its FFT S/N. For pulsars which were detected in a periodicity search of equidistant beams, we used the beam in which the FFT S/N was highest for our analysis. We inspected the single-pulse plot from the beam by eye to determine if single pulses were visible, in which case we selected all events with S/N > 5 and within 10 per cent of the DM of the pulsar. We then folded these candidate pulses using parameters obtained from the ATNF pulsar catalogue. Candidates that were not in phase with the majority of the candidates were deemed spurious and removed. For each pulsar, we then identified all beams for which the beam centre was within 30 arcmin of the pulsar. We searched the events recorded from these beams for candidates within 10 per cent of the DM of the pulsar. We assumed that events with a DM < 1 pc cm −3 were radio frequency interference (RFI). To determine if events at other DMs were associated with RFI, we measured the width and the arrival time of each remaining event, that is, any event not already classified as a candidate or zero-DM RFI. If the arrival time of a candidate was within the pulse width of the arrival time of an event, we compared their S/Ns. If the S/N was higher in the event, we considered the candidate and the event to be RFI. Otherwise, we considered the event to be a candidate single pulse related to the pulsar. We performed the same reduction for all known RRATs 4 . Events that were not attributed to a known pulsar, RRAT, or RFI were recorded as burst candidates. We then closely inspected 4 http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/rratalog all burst candidates and determined them to be either RFI or recently discovered astrophysical sources.
Some single pulses are wide enough that they are detected in consecutive time samples, in which case we would record each event in these consecutive time samples as a candidate. Since these multiple candidates are from one single astrophysical pulse, we need to account for this when determining the number of single pulses recorded from a source. For every candidate recorded within one spin period, we compared it with the preceding and subsequent candidate within that spin period. If it was not the strongest of the three, the next candidate was tested. After recording the strongest candidate as the peak a single astrophysical pulse (and attributing the other candidates to this pulse as well), we determined the number of single pulses seen in each observation and the maximum single-pulse S/N.
We also calculated the energy of every pulse in order to create pulse-energy distributions. To do this, we dedispersed the data from a beam at the DM of the pulsar in that beam, using the DM value published in the ATNF pulsar catalogue. We then folded the time series at the pulse period and computed the on-pulse energy in every rotation by integrating over a number of phase bins in an on-pulse window and subtracting the off-pulse mean. Finally, we nor-malised the on-pulse energies by dividing them by the mean on-pulse energy over all integrations. The on-pulse window differed for each pulsar, and was chosen to encompass the total folded profile, based on visual inspection. Since there was significant deviation in the number of noise bins selected when determining the on-pulse window by hand, we tested the sensitivity of the resulting amplitude distribution to the inclusion of many noise bins in the on-pulse window. We found that there was no significant change to the amplitude distributions for a wide range of noise bins included in onpulse windows. To calculate the off-pulse mean, we first took the average of each off-pulse window on either side on our on-pulse window. We took the difference of these averages and multiplied them by the pulse width. We then subtracted this area from our total folded profile.
KNOWN PULSARS
In total, we recorded single pulses from 264 known pulsars out of the 1049 present in the survey. We based our detections on pulses from the beam closest to each of the pulsars since we could not reliably scale the energies of pulses that were substantially offset from the centre of the beam. For each detected pulsar, we constructed a normalised energy distribution, which we then fit with log-normal and power-law distributions, as well as a power-law divided by an exponential 5 . We calculated the (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratio and compared this to the physical properties of the pulsar (spin period, period derivative, DM, characteristic age, spindown energy loss rate, surface magnetic field strength, and magnetic field strength at the light cylinder) to determine if there is a correlation between them.
Energy Distributions
In order to create energy distributions for each pulsar, we used the standard method of normalising the energy of each pulse by dividing it by the average energy over the entire observation (Ritchings 1976; Biggs 1992; Burke-Spolaor et al. 2012) . We binned these normalised energies into differential distributions which we then fit, through least-squares fitting, with log-normal distributions and power-law tails. Our log-normal fit has the form of a scaled probability density function (PDF), given by
where E is the normalised energy, C is a scaling factor, µ is the mean normalised energy, and σ is the standard deviation. Our power-law fit has the form
where E is the normalised energy, C is a scaling factor, and α is the power-law index. The sum of these two PDFs was also fit against the energy distributions, but did not fit as well as the other functions mentioned. For this reason, the fit parameters for this summed function are not included in this paper. Plots of the power-law plus log-normal functions are included in Figs. 2 and 3. Following these fits, it became clear that in many cases, the log-normal fits did not fit the energy distributions as closely as we expected (i.e. the χ 2 red was greater than 1, often significantly). In most cases, the number of higher energy pulses was lower than predicted from the best-fitting lognormal distribution. To address this, a new PDF with a steeper decay at higher energies was fit to the data. This was defined as
where a, b, and c are fitting parameters. The best-fitting parameters for each pulsar, as well as the χ 2 red of the fit, the spin period, DM, number of single pulses recorded, maximum single-pulse S/N, FFT S/N (if the pulsar was detected in a periodicity search in the closest beam), and the (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratio are listed in Table  3 . The errors reported for the fit parameters represent one sigma errors reported by the least-squares fitting.
In pulse periods where no pulse is detected, the values of the pulse energy can be zero, positive, or negative. Since there is no physical meaning to a negative pulse energy (and these negative values are likely due to random noise fluctuations), we set these energies to zero. We can then identify nulling pulsars by looking for a large excess of zero-energy pulses in the pulse-energy distributions.
Some pulsars display 'bumps' on their energy distributions, and we can use these excess pulses to determine the average S/N while the pulsar is 'bursting,' and also to estimate how many pulses the pulsar emits in this bursting state. A comparison of the amplitude distributions of these bursting pulsars to normal pulsars can be seen in Fig. 4 . An inspection of the amplitude distributions show that roughly 17 pulsars display this bursting behaviour.
As can be seen in Table 3 , there is a wide range for estimates of µ in our log-normal fits, ranging from ∼ −11 E/ E to ∼3.1 E/ E . A negative value of µ is not physically possible, since no pulses have negative energy, but the nine measurements with a negative value of µ have estimated standard deviations (σ) that put them within 1σ of zero. The range of σ values is −0.85 E/ E to ∼3.2 E/ E , but the large estimated standard deviation for the upper measurement make ∼1.5 E/ E a more likely upper limit. The ranges for both of these parameters are larger than those seen in previous studies (i.e. Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012)), but are still consistent with those results. The average χ 2 red for these fits is 3.18.
For some pulsars, the tails of their distributions are well fit by a power-law. As previously stated, energy distributions of giant pulses are well represented by a power-law, whereas normal pulses are better fit by a log-normal. The powerlaw indices from these fits range from −15 to 2. A visual inspection of the amplitude distributions shows that ∼30 pulsars have power-law tails, as defined by 0.90 < χ 2 red < 1.10.
The fit parameters for the power-law/exponential generally fit the energy distributions best, and the ranges of the parameters are narrower. The values of b range from −1.4 to 2.83, with most values ranging between ∼0.3 and ∼1.2. The c values range from −0.06 to 2.25, with the majority of values between ∼0.5 and ∼1.1. The χ 2 red are also in general much closer to 1, with an average value of 1.61. This function also fit more of the distributions, with only 21 distributions that were unable to be fit as compared to the 33 for which a log-normal fit could not be found.
Comparison of (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) Ratio to Physical Properties
The (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratios we calculated range from 0.01 to 1.51. This ratio has previously been used by McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) , who also defined it as
where η and ζ are pulse-shape dependent factors (η ∼1 and ζ ≈1.06 for a Gaussian pulse), the number of pulses N p = T obs /P, S max is the S/N of the pulse peak, and S ′ av is the modified mean intensity. This 'modified' mean intensity refers to the average pulse intensity after renormalisation, defined by McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) as Deneva et al. (2009) used this definition to assign r values to pulsars detected in both the PMPS and PALFA surveys, finding 0.005 r 1 for PMPS objects, and 0.06 < r < 10 for PALFA objects. Our (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) values fall in the range quoted by Deneva et al. (2009) for the PMPS, except for three instances where the values are slightly higher. The longer observation time of the PMPS (35 min) compared to PALFA (4.5 min) allows us to record a larger number of pulses. Based on fig. 12 from McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) , larger values of N p increase (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) if the pulse amplitudes follow a power-law with an index between −1.5 and −3, which one of these pulsars (J0828−3417) does (see Table 3 ). The other two therefore are likely to show strong intrinsic modulation. Unlike McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) , we find that r increases for decreasing N p , for any range of power-law indices. Deneva et al. (2009) saw this same behaviour, though they did not measure power-law indices.
We compared this (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratio for each pulsar to that pulsar's physical properties (spin period, period derivative, DM, characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, surface magnetic field strength, and magnetic field strength at the light cylinder) by fitting a straight line to scatter plots of parameter values versus the S/N ratio. Examples of these fits can be seen in Fig. 5 . The resulting correlations, including their χ 2 red and significance, can be found in Table 1 . We list a significance as the error on the slope of the fitted straight line. Also included in the Table are the Spearman ρ rank correlation coefficients and p-values, where a p-value > 0.1 is consistent with zero correlation (Press 1986 ). As can be seen from Table 1 , the spin period, characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, and the magnetic field strength at both the surface and the light cylinder have significant correlations, while the period derivative and DM show very weak correlations. We do not use the χ 2 red as a determining factor here, since the large scatter in the correlations limits its usefulness. The Spearman correlation coefficient results reflect this.
Period derivative and DM do not display significant correlations with (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ). The spin period, however, is the most significant variable. We use this fact to explain the rest of the correlations. The characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, and the magnetic field strength at both the surface and the light cylinder are all strongly dependent on the spin period, as shown in Lorimer & Kramer (2004) by the following scaling laws
Hence, the strong correlations seen among these properties are dominated by the correlation with spin period. This correlation with spin period does not mean that longer period pulsars have brighter single pulses, however. Longer period pulsars have fewer pulses per observation than short period pulsars. According to fig. 12 of McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) , for a sufficiently small number of pulses N p , you are more likely to detect a pulsar more strongly in single pulses than in a periodicity search for any value of the power-law index of its pulse amplitude distribution. A secondary factor contributing to decreased S/N FFT in longer period pulsars could be the generally shorter duty cycle of long period pulsars, which may cause power to be lost if it spreads into higher harmonics. As mentioned before, Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) studied similar correlations. They searched for correlations between physical properties and the R modulation statistic, defined by Johnston et al. (2001) . Like us, they found several strong correlations, including those with characteristic age and spin-down energy loss rate, but these were all determined to be due to a strong anti-correlation between integrated S/N and the modulation index. This work and Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) suggest that there is no physical meaning to the correlations between physical properties and (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ); they are merely an observational effect. However, Cui et al. (2017) compared cumulative probability distributions of RRATs to those of pulsars for distance, period, surface magnetic field strength, characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, and magnetic field at the light cylinder using a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test (Press 1986) . They found that the distributions of period derivatives for pulsars and RRATs are different, perhaps indicating a link between spin-down properties and emission properties. 
RRATS
We based our analysis of single pulses from RRATs on the beam closest to their catalogued positions, except in the case of RRATs originally discovered by McLaughlin et al. (2006) , where we instead base our analysis on the beam in which they were originally detected. We analysed those RRATS from which we detected single pulses when examining the single-pulse plot by eye. This led to a total of 14 RRATs being included in our analysis. We created energy distributions in a similar manner to the way in which we created them for known pulsars 6 . The majority of the RRATs also show 'bumps' in their distribution (see Fig. 6 ), similar to the bursting behaviour seen in some of the known pulsars (see Fig. 4 ). However, most of the distributions drop nearly to zero between the peaks, resulting in two distinct distributions. For this reason, we attempted to fit two log-normal functions to each distribution. The results of these fits are listed in Table 2 .
In general, the log-normal fits for the first distribution are generally poor, with high errors. The mean values for many of these distributions are near zero, showing that they 6 Plots of the fits to the RRAT energy distributions can be found at http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/pmps/lognormal.html are consistent with noise. The fits for the second distributions, which we interpret to be actual RRAT pulses, have µ and σ values that are consistent with those of the known pulsars we analysed, although the ranges of both µ and σ are smaller.
Two of the RRATs analysed only have a first log-normal fit. One of these two is shown on the left of Fig. 6 . We interpret these two sources to be similar to normal pulsars, as energy from every rotation period shows underlying emission, as opposed to the example source on the right of the figure, where many rotation periods clearly show only noise, with no underlying emission. Folding the data from the beam used for the analysis of each RRAT and normal pulsar candidate showed no discernible pulse profiles.
CONCLUSIONS
We performed single-pulse searches of the Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey (PMPS) out to a DM of 5000 pc cm −3 and with sensitivity to pulses with widths of up to one second. The 35-min pointings of the PMPS make it more sensitive to faint objects in periodicity searches than new surveys, e.g. the High Time Resolution Universe survey, and also allow us to detect more single pulses, putting better constraints on our amplitude distributions. We detected single pulses Table 2 . Single-pulse detections of RRATs from the reprocessing of the PMPS. From left to right we list the RRAT name, spin period, DM, number of single pulses detected above our threshold out of the total number of stellar rotations during the observation, best-fitting parameters from log-normal fits and the χ 2 red of the fit, and peak single-pulse S/N. The fits were calculated through least-squares fitting of a scaled log-normal distribution, as above. The amplitude distributions for most RRATs are fit by two log-normal distributions, with the first distribution being consistent with noise, while the second distribution represents single pulses from the RRAT. Stars in the log-normal fit columns signify that we were unable to fit a log-normal function to that RRAT's amplitude distribution. from 264 known pulsars, as well as 14 RRATs, in the survey. We created normalised energy distributions using the energy from each rotation of these objects and fit these with lognormal distributions and power-law tails. For known pulsars, there is a wide range in the µ parameter of the log-normal fits (0 E/ E < µ < 3 E/ E ) and a smaller range of σ values (0.2 E/ E < σ < 1.5 E/ E ). Both of these parameters have slightly wider ranges than those seen in a previous study by Burke-Spolaor et al. (2012) . This could be due to the longer observation times of the PMPS, which allows us to collect more single pulses and thereby constrain the amplitude distributions better. The values of the slope of the power-law fits ranged from −13.7 to 2.2. We also found that the powerlaw/exponential function, developed upon inspection of the energy distributions, fit the data more closely, with 121 of the fits resulting in χ 2 red values between 1 and 2. For these fits, the values of b ranged from −1.4 to 2.83 and the values of c ranged from −0.06 to 2.25. We also calculated the ratio of the maximum single-pulse S/N and the FFT S/N, with resulting values from 0.01 to 1.51. These values are consistent with estimates by Deneva et al. (2009) , with a few outliers due to longer observation times. We compared these ratios to the spin period, period derivative, DM, characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, surface magnetic field strength, and magnetic field strength at the light cylinder of each pulsar. We found no significant correlation between the (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratio and the period derivative and DM, but found strong correlations with spin period, characteristic age, spin-down energy loss rate, and the magnetic field strength at the surface and light cylinder. The strongest correlation was between the (S/N SP )/(S/N FFT ) ratio and spin period. The other strong correlations were determined to be dominated by the spin period correlation. The strong correlation with spin period does not necessarily mean that longer period pulsars have brighter single pulses, but is an observational effect due to the smaller number of pulses recorded from longer period pulsars in a given observation time, as shown by McLaughlin & Cordes (2003) . Previous studies found similar strong correlations between modulation and some physical parameters. Some were attributed to an anti-correlation between the modulation index and integrated S/N, but others (for RRATs, specifically) seem plausible.
For most of the RRATs, their energy distributions are similar to those for our bursting pulsars. However, the 'bump' is much more pronounced, enough so to be a distinct distribution. Indeed, the values of µ for the lowerenergy distributions are near zero, showing these distributions are consistent with noise. The values of µ and σ for the higher-energy distributions are consistent with those from the known pulsars, but their range is smaller. Two RRATs also show underlying emission in every rotation, lacking the noise distribution seen in most RRATs analysed here, and thus resemble normal pulsars.
In conclusion, we have shown that pulsars show a wide range of amplitude and pulse-energy distributions and that nulling pulsars, giant-pulsing pulsars, bursting pulsars and RRATs are all part of the same pulsar intermittency spectrum. This indicates that the same physical mechanism is responsible for emission in all of these sources, but that there are other variables which determine the specific emission properties for a particular source. High signal-to-noise observations of single pulses from pulsars, accompanied by robust physical modelling, are necessary to continue to make further progress. . A star in the final two columns means that the pulsar was not detected in a periodicity search. Stars in the fit data columns signify that we were not able to fit the respective function to that pulsar's amplitude distribution. Here we provide a sample of the data; the full Table is available online. 
